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Abstract

Corpora curated by experts have sustained

Natural Language Processing mainly in En-

glish, but the expensiveness of corpora cre-

ation is a barrier for the development in fur-

ther languages. Thus, we propose a corpus

generation strategy that only requires a ma-

chine translation system between English and

the target language in both directions, where

we filter the best translations by computing au-

tomatic translation metrics and the task perfor-

mance score. By studying Reading Compre-

hension in Spanish and Word Sense Disam-

biguation in Portuguese, we identified that a

more quality-oriented metric has high poten-

tial in the corpora selection without degrading

the task performance. We conclude that it is

possible to systematise the building of qual-

ity corpora using machine translation and au-

tomatic metrics, besides some prior effort to

clean and process the data.

1 Introduction

Available data has allowed a steady improvement

in Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks for

English. Nevertheless, English is not the broadest

native language spoken in the world. According to

Ethnologue (Simons and Fenning, 2019), English

ranks third, behind Chinese (Mandarin) and Span-

ish, and is only one of the approximately 7000

currently spoken languages. The relevance of En-

glish as the academically universal language has

allowed its growth in computational linguistic re-

sources. Even in languages with a large number

of speakers, such as Spanish, it is difficult to find

specific NLP tools that match the quality and per-

formance as in English. If we want to replicate the

development of state-of-the-art models for other

languages, we would need large and high-quality
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corpora analogous to the English ones, and their

creation cost would be prohibitive.

In this context, there is a very compelling tool

that has reached several languages in commercial

systems: Machine Translation (MT). However, it

is worth noting that MT works for language-pairs,

and therefore, most of the commercial MT tools

have obtained excellent results mostly with En-

glish as the source or target language. Thus, we

still need English in search of robust NLP tools,

but at least there is potential for obtaining new data

for new languages using high-quality MT systems.

As other studies have been focusing on (see §2),

we can translate task-specific corpora from En-

glish to other languages to leverage an NLP tool

without the need of experts in the target language.

Under those circumstances, the next question

arises: how can we guarantee the quality of the

new corpus by using automatic translations and

without recurring to manual validation? Previous

work used quality estimation metrics from ma-

chine translation, mostly BLEU (Papineni et al.,

2002), by applying back-translation and perform-

ing the quality evaluation in English. However, we

are concerned about the deficiency of using only

BLEU as a measurement of a correct translation

(Callison-Burch et al., 2006) or text generation

in general (Novikova et al., 2017), and currently

there are other proposed metrics to cover the cor-

relation gap between BLEU and a human assess-

ment (Denkowski and Lavie, 2014; Fomicheva

et al., 2016, among others). Therefore, we believe

there is space for improvement in the quality as-

sessment of a back-translation application to the

generation of new corpora.

Our study and contribution are not focused

in obtaining state-of-the-art results for new lan-

guages, but to obtain a new quality corpus that

could be used to build state-of-the-art models,

such as deep neural networks (Sutskever et al.,
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2014), in new languages. However, we also man-

aged to surpass previous methods on the target lan-

guages in monolingual scenarios.

More details about related works are described

in §2. Then, we present our methodology for

corpus generation in §3, where we also intro-

duce our case studies in Word Sense Disambigua-

tion for Portuguese and Reading Comprehension

for Spanish. Furthermore, §4 contains an extrin-

sic evaluation of the corpora in their respective

task. Also, we make publicly available specific

code and guidelines to build the new corpora from

the original sources1. The obtained results en-

lightens a potential systematisation of new cor-

pora generation for many language-related tasks

and opens further work on generalisation and truly

low-resource settings.

2 Background

Several strategies have been applied to build cor-

pora for different tasks in non-English languages

and, thus, to reduce the manual work. Mainly,

Machine Translation-based approaches had suc-

ceeded in obtaining annotated corpora. A key

point to highlight is that results from this approach

depend on the availability of an MT system, the

quality of the acquired translations, and the preci-

sion of the alignments between the two languages

(English and non-English).

Jabaian et al. (2011) focused on applying a

Phrase-based MT (PBMT) system to deal with the

language portability of dialogue systems, whereas

Klinger and Cimiano (2015) focused on using

PBMT and some quality estimation measures to

select the best translations which make up the cor-

pus for the task of Sentiment Analysis. Also,

Koehn et al. (2018) reports other works related to

corpora selection but for a shared task of parallel

corpora filtering, to train better machine transla-

tion with fewer noisy data.

Furthermore, back-translation strategies have

emerged to improve the quality of corpus in a

target language (a non-English language). Misu

et al. (2012) used back-translation results to verify

whether the translation keeps the semantic mean-

ing of the original sentence in a Spoken Lan-

guage Understanding System, and they also dis-

regarded BLEU as a good quality measure. Be-

sides, Gaspers et al. (2018) considered metrics

from alignments, machine translation and lan-

1https://github.com/iapucp/backcorp

guage model as a measure of MT quality, inde-

pendent of the Natural Language Understanding

tasks and, thus, select the best sentences to in-

corporate into the corpus. Finally, Asai et al.

(2018) explored Neural MT models to build a

Reading Comprehension model for Japanese and

French using English as a source. They consider

back-translation as their baseline, and they build

a multi-lingual model to assess the task. Our mo-

tivation differs from them, as we want to gener-

ate large quality corpora that help to build mono-

lingual systems, which can achieve great state-of-

the-art results, alike for English.

Previous studies show that translating, automat-

ically measuring the translation, and selecting the

best samples are not entirely innovative proce-

dures. However, we want to achieve a systema-

tisation for this procedure and look for general-

purpose steps disregarding the NLP task and the

language. Next section develops our idea.

3 Methodology

We introduce our strategy on back-translation and

automatic assessment in a general overview. Then,

we extend details specifically for our two case

studies: Word Sense Disambiguation and Read-

ing Comprehension. The procedure for the corpus

generation and the evaluation (§4) is summarised

in Figure 1.

3.1 Back-Translation Strategy

Our goal, similar to previous studies (Misu et al.,

2012; Gaspers et al., 2018), is to choose the best

translations from an automatically translated cor-

pus to train a robust NLP model. For the following

description, we consider English as our source lan-

guage, whereas the target language could be any-

one with an MT system available in both direc-

tions with English.

If we take a corpus for any task in English NLP

and translate it to a new language, we are not going

to be able to measure the translation quality in the

target language itself due to the lack of a reference

translation. Therefore, we automatically trans-

late the text back to English (back-translation2) to

measure if the semantic information of the source

is retained after the process of two automatic trans-

lations. For that purpose, we consider that only

2The term has been proposed by Sennrich et al. (2016) in
MT, to provide monolingual training data by automatically
translate a target sentence into the source language.

https://github.com/iapucp/backcorp
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Figure 1: Work-flow of the back-translation strategy with automatic assessment for the generation of corpora for

tasks in new languages. We divide general and task-specific steps, as well as the corpus processing and quality

evaluation procedures.

BLEU is not a sufficient metric; thus, we attempt

the comparison with different approaches.

3.2 Automatic Quality Assessment

Given an automatic translation metric, we can

compute the score between the source references

and the back-translation. We differentiate our

work from Misu et al. (2012) by using general

metrics, and not task-related ones, to assess qual-

ity in the selected translations. However, for

this study, we constrained the experiment in the

comparison of two word-based/n-gram coverage

metrics3. We want to evaluate if there is a dif-

ference between a baseline metric and one with

a higher correlation with human assessment in

translation. For the former, we combine BLEU

(Papineni et al., 2002) and ROUGE (Lin, 2004) in

an F-score (FB+R)4, whereas we use the last ver-

sion of Meteor Universal (M.U.) (Denkowski and

Lavie, 2014) for the latter.

At this point, we hypothesise as follows: by us-

ing one of the metrics mentioned previously, we

could extract a good quality corpus if we iden-

tify a threshold in the distribution of the transla-

tion scores that obtains the best performance score

given a test for an extrinsic task related to the cor-

pus. Furthermore, as an extrinsic evaluation, we

are going to compare the threshold-based extrac-

3We also tried to distinguish back-translation quality by
using pre-trained English document vectors, but the distribu-
tion of the scores was not of much use because the std(σ)
was very small and the mean score was near 1

4For this decision, we consider that BLEU and ROUGE
complement each other as precision and recall but for mea-
suring overlapping n-grams. Also, we analysed the distribu-
tion of the metrics using the formula α ∗ BLEU + (1 −

α) ∗ROUGE, α ∈ [0.1, 0.9] and found that both of them
reached the best F-score when α = 0.5, so both had the same
importance in the experiment.

tion with a random choice of the same corpus size.

3.2.1 Train Set Filtering w.r.t. Metrics

The primary goal is to identify where should be

located the best threshold to filter out bad-quality

translations. Besides, we can explore whether the

quality is more relevant than the potentially-noisy

large number of samples to train a model.

Thus, we split the training set in progressive

cuts, ranging from top-20% to 70%. We rank the

training samples concerning three criteria: FB+R,

M.U. and a random seed. Therefore, we are go-

ing to have several trained models for each cut and

criteria to extrinsically measure the quality of the

corpus from the performance task.

3.2.2 Development Set Processing

As we want to generate large corpora able to be

processed by complex learning algorithms, we re-

quire a development (dev) set for our experiments.

There is a possibility to filter the development set

similar to the train set, but we want to constraint

the variable of corpus selection only to the thresh-

old of the train set. However, it is relevant to guar-

antee high-quality content, so we decided to con-

strain its content with potentially good translations

only regarding our quality metrics:

1. We compute the metrics FB+R and M.U. for

all the samples in the development set.

2. For each metric, we obtain the third quartile

and intersect both sub-sets.

3.3 NLP Tasks and Target Languages

We tested our methodology on two tasks and two

languages: Reading Comprehension for Spanish

and Word Sense Disambiguation for Portuguese.

Both languages are ranked within the top-ten lan-

guages with more first-native speakers (Simons
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train dev test

SQuAD 1.1 (en) 88,013 10,570 -

SQuAD→es 62,893 6,995 -

SQuAD→es(w/test) 57,232 6,303 6,353

Table 1: Corpus size for Reading Comprehension.

SQuAD 1.1 (en) is translated into Spanish (es), ques-

tions without explicit answers are dropped, and the cor-

pus is split to generate a new test.

and Fenning, 2019), and they are regularly studied

in specific NLP research communities (Portugal,

Spain and Latin-America). There are many core

NLP tools for both languages, such as morpho-

logical analysis, POS-tagging, syntax dependency

parsing, word sense disambiguation, among oth-

ers. However, their performance is not at the same

level as their English counterparts, and it is less

probable to identify more complex NLP tools such

as reading comprehension. There is an excep-

tion for machine translation although, as we can

find commercial MT systems for both languages

to translate from and into English.

3.3.1 Reading Comprehension (es)

In reading comprehension, the fundamental goal

is to identify the position of an answer in a ref-

erence text given a question. The Stanford Ques-

tion Answering Dataset (SQuAD; Rajpurkar et al.,

2016) is the most famous corpus to evaluate new

methods, with more than 80,000 question-answer

pairs extracted from Wikipedia documents, but

only available in English.

There is not a corpus with the same properties

in Spanish. Previous Question-Answering (QA)

challenges in Spanish, mainly hosted by the CLEF

initiative, consider the extraction of text references

from the web before the identification of the an-

swer itself5. The most similar datasets were pre-

sented in the Question Answering for Machine

Reading Evaluation tasks (QA4MRE; Peñas et al.,

2013), but they were relatively small and the cor-

pora require additional steps to be entirely simi-

lar to the SQuAD task. Nonetheless, the datasets

could be processed for future experiments as test-

ing sets directly built in the target language (es).

Therefore, we applied the back-translation strat-

egy to generate a new Reading Comprehension

corpus for Spanish. We only use the train and de-

velopment sub-datasets from the English SQuAD,

5Restricted access: http://catalog.elra.info/
en-us/repository/browse/ELRA-E0038/

dev test

Original 6,303 6,353

Filtered 1,045

Q1 → 1, 956

Q2 → 1, 087

Q3 → 409

Table 2: Size of development and test sets for the eval-

uation of Reading Comprehension in Spanish

as the test is not available. Thus, we extract a sam-

ple from the train and development to generate a

new test for our experiments. Then, we translate

the corpus to Spanish and back to English using

the Google Translate API6, and drop the questions

that lost their exact answers in the reference. In

other words, we do not preserve the samples where

the translated answer is not exactly contained in

the translated reference. See Table 1 for corpus

size details.

In the construction of the dataset, we have al-

ready disregarded low-quality translations to pre-

serve the nature of the task (we need an explicit

answer in the reference text). Thus, we expect

a great difficulty to surpass the proposed random

baseline in the selection of the best translation, as

there would mostly be high-quality translations to

choose. Therefore, there is a must to accompany

this study with a different task, to drive more gen-

eral conclusions from the experimentation.

Furthermore, we must assume that the extracted

test set contains high and low-quality translations,

as a random seed split it. Thus, we divide our test

into quartiles for evaluation purposes with a metric

based on FB+R and M.U.. We followed a similar

process as in the filtering of the development set

(see §3.2.2). Table 2 shows the filtered size of the

dev set, as well of the different partitions of the

test w.r.t. to the quality metrics.

3.3.2 Word Sense Disambiguation (pt)

The ambiguity arises from a linguistic problem

that occurs in the language, because a word may

assume different meanings depending on the spe-

cific context where it is used. In that sense, Word

sense disambiguation (WSD) is the task that aims

to determine the correct sense of a word given

a specific context using a pre-specified sense-

repository (Agirre and Edmonds, 2007).

For WSD, there is a considerable amount of En-

glish language data; however, they are not avail-

6https://cloud.google.com/translate/

http://catalog.elra.info/en-us/repository/browse/ELRA-E0038/
http://catalog.elra.info/en-us/repository/browse/ELRA-E0038/
https://cloud.google.com/translate/
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corpus number of sentences

OMSTI 813,798

SemCor 37,176

Senseval-2 242

Senseval-3 352

SemEval-07 135

SemEval-13 306

SemEval-15 1,138

Total 852,147

Table 3: Corpus size details for the Unified Evaluation

Framework or UEF (en)

able data or comparable data (in terms of size) in

other languages, such as Portuguese. Thus, we

decide to apply back-translation to generate new

corpora. Nevertheless, there is a specific prob-

lem, as the disambiguation corpus in English may

be found in different versions of Wordnet. To

overcome this issue, we use the Unified Evalua-

tion Framework (UEF) of Raganato et al. (2017)7,

which includes an standardised corpora aligned

with Wordnet 3.0 (Miller, 1995). See Table 3 for

corpus size details about the corpora.

In Portuguese, there is an annotated and na-

tive WSD corpus: the CSTNews (Cardoso et al.,

2011). This is a multi-document corpus com-

posed of 140 news texts (in Brazilian Portuguese)

and grouped by 50 collections. The texts in any

collection belong to the same topic. Besides,

there was an extended annotation for several verbs

(Cabezudo et al., 2015), using WordNet 3.0 as

sense-repository. In total, there are 5,082 anno-

tated verb instances with 844 different verbs and

1,047 synsets (senses).

Because the CSTNews corpus is a curated cor-

pus in Portuguese, it is convenient to use it as test

data, and we do not need to generate a new test

set similar to the Reading Comprehension case.

So, all the translated sentences from UEF could be

used as training and development sets. However,

there is an additional consideration for this task if

we want to perform an external evaluation later.

To obtain the final set of sentences for the cor-

pus, we follow a two-step procedure. Firstly, we

used the Yandex API8 to partially translate the

texts into Portuguese9. We decide to use this API

7 http://lcl.uniroma1.it/wsdeval/
8 https://tech.yandex.com/translate/
9 Due to computational reasons, we were not able to

translate all sentences for the corpus. To easier the task,
we prepare a list of the most polysemic verbs annotated by

train

UEF (en) 852,147

UEF en→pt (partial trans.) 73,784

UEF en→pt (after filtering) 14,376

Table 4: Corpus size for Word Sense Disambiguation.

The Unified Evaluation Framework or UEF (en) is par-

tially translated into Portuguese (pt), and then we only

preserved the samples with one-to-one alignments of

ambiguous words.

due to its provision of word alignments. Secondly,

we deal with the alignments between English and

Portuguese sentences, as we were only interested

in the sentences with one-to-one word alignments

for the words to disambiguate. Then, we disregard

the samples with many-to-many relationships be-

tween ambiguous words, as it could carry some

mistakes in the task. Corpus size is detailed in Ta-

ble 4. Finally, we apply the procedure describe in

§3.2.2, generating 10,592 sentences in the training

set and 3,784 sentences in the development set.

4 Extrinsic Automatic Evaluation

We evaluate each generated corpus by measuring

the task performance in a specific test set for the

target language. We restrict our experiments in

monolingual setups to control the identification of

potential results.

4.1 Reading Comprehension (es)

With the newly translated corpus, we can eval-

uate more complex data-driven algorithms, such

as deep neural networks. Thus, we adopt the

method from Chen et al. (2017)10 into Span-

ish, by using pre-trained language-specific mod-

els to perform named-entity recognition and part-

of-speech tagging from spaCy11, as well as pre-

trained GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) Span-

ish word vectors from the Spanish Billion Cor-

pus (Cardellino, 2016). The basic network ar-

chitecture was not changed and is a sequence-to-

sequence with a hidden layer size of 128 and 300-

dimensional embedding. We only updated parts of

pre-processing modules to work for Spanish.

Following the train set filtering described in

§3.2.1, we trained a QA model for each segment

of the data and each criterion. We validated the

Cabezudo et al. (2015). With the list, we filter out entries that
did not contain the expected verbs.

10https://github.com/hitvoice/DrQA
11https://spacy.io/

http://lcl.uniroma1.it/wsdeval/
https://tech.yandex.com/translate/
https://github.com/hitvoice/DrQA
https://spacy.io/
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Figure 2: Reading comprehension (es): Exact Match

(EM ) and F1-score (F1) on the development set for

each partition of the training set

Figure 3: Reading comprehension (es): Exact Match

(EM ) and F1-score (F1) on the 3rd quartile of the test

set for each partition of the training set

results against the development and test sets spec-

ified previously. The evaluation metrics for the ex-

periments were Exact Match (EM ) and F1-score

(F1). The former one is the percentage of pre-

dicted answers that exactly match the original an-

swer, whereas the latter one is the average overlap

between the predicted and original answers. The

results for both dev and test are shown in Figures

2 and 3, respectively. We use the filtered test par-

tition with the highest quartile.

In both figures, we can observe that there is not

a vast difference between any of the metrics and

the random selection throughout all the partitions.

We expected the previous outcome, as our pro-

cessed corpus has already been filtered to preserve

only the questions with an explicit and exact an-

swer in the reference texts.

We carried out a complementary analysis,

where we compared a neural method versus a

Full Test

Question

Type

(Vicedo et al., 2004) Our model
#Q

EM F1 EM F1

Date 0.2721 0.4185 0.4545 0.5933 452

Number 0.5421 0.6377 0.4332 0.5754 404

Other 0.1376 0.1966 0.4316 0.5841 4,119

Not

Recognized
1,378

Total 0.1429 0.1976 0.4347 0.5846 6,353

Test Q1

Date 0.2436 0.3913 0.5513 0.7014 78

Number 0.4875 0.6038 0.6 0.6992 80

Other 0.1528 0.2059 0.4425 0.5956 687

Not

Recognized
242

Total 0.1499 0.2026 0.4453 0.5894 1,087

Test Q2

Date 0.2436 0.3913 0.5513 0.7014 78

Number 0.4875 0.6038 0.6 0.6992 80

Other 0.1528 0.2059 0.4425 0.5956 687

Not

Recognized
242

Total 0.1499 0.2026 0.4453 0.5894 1087

Test Q3

Date 0.3462 0.4559 0.5 0.6224 26

Number 0.4571 0.559 0.6857 0.7742 35

Other 0.1556 0.2299 0.4319 0.5962 257

Not

Recognized
91

Total 0.1589 0.2212 0.4645 0.607 409

Table 5: Reading Comprehension (es): Results from

our model trained with the selected threshold versus the

method of Vicedo et al. (2004) in all test partitions

non-data-driven method. One of the few meth-

ods implemented for monolingual reading com-

prehension in Spanish proposes a straightforward

pipeline (Vicedo et al., 2004). They extract key-

words from the question, search the web for re-

lated passages and identify a potential answer

from them. They used the set of 200 questions

from the CLEF 2003 Spanish monolingual QA

evaluation task (Magnini et al., 2004), which lacks

context because of the nature of the challenge. We

reproduce the second half of the pipeline, assum-

ing that we already have a related passage to look

for the answer.

For this experiment, we selected the model that

achieved the highest F1-score in the development

set: the top 40% of the training set arranged by the

M.U. score (see Figure 2). Results are shown in

Table 5, where we observe a difference between

the neural and non-neural model, as the former

take advantage of the newly generated corpus.

4.2 Word Sense Disambiguation (pt)

After the translation and filtering of the UEF cor-

pus (see §3.3.2 for details about training and de-
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Figure 4: WSD (pt): F1-score on the Development set

for each partition of the training set

Figure 5: WSD (pt): F1-score on the Test set for each

partition of the training set

velopment sets), we proceeded to train the WSD

models. Due to the effectiveness of neural net-

works on several tasks, it was decided to use a

Sequence-to-Sequence architecture with an atten-

tion mechanism, like the one proposed by Bah-

danau et al. (2014). This architecture has been pre-

viously used by Raganato et al. (2017). The pro-

posed architecture contains a hidden size of 256

and an embedding size of 300 units. Also, we con-

sider training embeddings from scratch.

Following the training set filtering described in

§3.2.1, we trained a different model for each par-

tition of the train data and each criterion. Besides,

we used F-score as the validation metric with the

formulation of the precision and recall like in

Cabezudo and Pardo (2017). The results achieved

in the development and test sets are shown in Fig-

ure 4 and Figure 5, respectively.

Figure 4 shows that the FB+R- and M.U.-based

filters produce better results (in term of F-score)

Verb MFS Lesk Our method

ser (“to be”) 88.11 69.32 64.18

ter (“to have”) 75.82 62.75 62.50

fazer (“to do”) 31.62 11.11 21.56

apresentar (“to present”) 50.00 36.11 50.00

chegar (“to arrive”) 29.09 23.64 21.73

receber (“to receive”) 61.11 42.86 36.84

ficar (“to stay”) 11.27 8.45 0.00

registrar (“to register”) 3.85 7.69 0.00

deixar (“to leave”) 19.61 13.73 8.33

cair (“to fall”) 17.39 17.39 20.00

passar (“to pass”) 38.30 23.40 16.67

fechar (“to close”) 36.84 5.26 0.00

colocar (“to put”) 63.16 31.58 62.50

encontrar (“to find”) 12.50 4.17 30.00

levar (“to take”) 9.09 3.03 12.50

vir (“to come”) 30.00 30.00 25.00

estabelecer (“to establish”) 8.33 16.67 25.00

marcar (“to mark”) 0.00 9.09 0.00

dar (“to give”) 13.21 9.43 9.09

tratar (“to treat”) 11.11 22.22 50.00

Precision 30.52 22.39 46.44

Table 6: Results for the Lexical sample task in WSD

than the Random criterion in the development set.

However, the difference between both FB+R and

M.U. and random becomes shorter by each part.

Given the results, we can observe the best F-score

at the 70% partition of the training set.

Nevertheless, due to our primary goal is to build

a high-quality corpus, we consider the portion at

40% of the training set better than the one at 70%,

as the latter could contain low-quality translations.

Moreover, we select the sentences from the 40%

partition provided by the FB+R criterion instead

of the M.U., because the latter shows less stability

in its results.

Besides, Figure 5 is useful to confirm that there

is a peak in the validation at the 40% partition of

the training data for the two metrics. For that rea-

son, we decided to fix the 40% portion of the data

as our definite high-quality corpus.

Finally, we perform a comparison using our se-

lected corpus (at the 40% thresh by FB+R) against

WSD methods for Brazilian Portuguese in the

Lexical Sample task (Cabezudo and Pardo, 2017).

Lexical Sample consists of evaluating the 20 most

polysemous words in the corpus. Specifically, we

compare our results with Most Frequent Sense

Heuristic (MFS), which is a strong baseline, and

an adaptation of the Lesk algorithm (Lesk, 1986),

a knowledge-based method and the best algorithm

reported in this work. To analyse the percentage of

correctness of the WSD methods on the selected

verbs, we only calculate the precision and not the

F1-score. Results are presented in Table 6, where
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we can see that our method outperforms both MFS

Heuristic and Lesk, although not for all the verbs.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We present a study of back-translation and auto-

matic quality evaluation as a corpus generation

strategy. Our further goal is to systematise the

use of these methods towards a robust and general-

purpose corpus generation for new languages. The

analysis of several thresholds for corpus filtering

and its posterior extrinsic evaluation shows that

this strategy is feasible, and it only requires a ma-

chine translation system paired with English plus

particular processing steps regarding the nature of

the target task, but not of the specific language.

We plan to extend the experimentation using

less-robust MT systems. Thus, we might assess

how far this strategy could work for low-resource

languages without commercial MT, as well as

to analyse whether the quality-oriented metrics

can perform accordingly. There is also potential

work in complementing the back-translation strat-

egy with cross-lingual embeddings, supervised or

unsupervised, to increase the quality in the cor-

pus generation. Furthermore, an exhaustive ex-

ploration could be performed, by including more

automatic evaluation metrics as well as additional

languages and tasks to draw more general insights.
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